Republic of the Philippines
Professional Regulation Commission
Manila

PROFESSIONAL REGULATORY BOARD OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE

PROGRAM OF THE NAVAL ARCHITECTS
LICENSURE EXAMINATION IN MANILA ON OCTOBER 1, 2 AND 3, 2019

DATE AND TIME                  SUBJECTS                           WEIGHT
TUESDAY, October 1, 2019
7:00 A.M. - 7:45 A.M.
8:00 A.M. - 11:30 A.M.
1:30 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, October 2, 2019
8:00 A.M. - 11:30 A.M.
1:30 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.

THURSDAY, October 3, 2019
8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Check or verify your school/building assignments at the PRC website (www.prc.gov.ph) or through the Notices/Announcements to be posted at the PRC premises two (2) or three (3) days before the examination. Bring your NOTICE OF ADMISSION when you verify your school/building assignment. Visit your school/building assignment prior to the day of the examination.

2. Report to the school/building assignment before 6:30 a.m. on the first (1st) day of the examination to verify your room and seat number. Be punctual. Late examinees will not be admitted.

3. Examinees are required to wear the following attire every examination day:
   Male Examinees - White polo shirt with collar, tucked-in (without any seal, logo or mark)
                    Decent pants or slacks
   Female Examinees - White blouse or shirt with collar, tucked-in
                      (without any seal, logo or mark)
                      Decent pants, slacks or skirt
                      Pony-tailed hair

4. Bring the following on examination day:
   a. Notice of Admission
   b. Official Receipt
   c. Two (2) or more pencils (No. 2)
   d. Ball pens with BLACK ink only
   e. One (1) piece long brown envelope
   f. One (1) piece long transparent/plastic envelope (for keeping your valuables and other allowed items).
4. Bring the following on examination day:
   a. Notice of Admission
   b. Official Receipt
   c. Two (2) or more pencils (No. 2)
   d. Ball pens with BLACK ink only
   e. One (1) piece long brown envelope
   f. One (1) piece long transparent/plastic envelope (for keeping your valuables and other allowed items)

NOTE: ONLY ONE (1) SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR SHALL BE ALLOWED INSIDE THE EXAMINATION ROOM. CALCULATORS SHALL BE INSPECTED.
(Memorandum Circular No. 2009-21 and Memorandum Circular No. 2018-01 shall be observed).

5. The following are PROHIBITED inside the examination premises/rooms.
   a. Books, notes, review materials, and other printed materials containing coded data/information/formula.
   b. Calculators which are programmable or with embedded functions especially CASIO FX 991 ES and CASIO FX 991 ES PLUS.
   c. APPLE, SAMSUNG AND OTHER SMART WATCHES, CELLULAR PHONES BLUETOOTH, EAR PLUGS, TRANSMITTERS, PORTABLE COMPUTERS and other electronic gadgets/devices which may be used for communication purposes.
   d. Bags of any kind (ladies bag, shoulder bags, attache' case, backpacks, etc.).
   e. Other examination aids not stated on this program.

6. Read carefully and follow the instructions on your Notice of Admission and Examinees Guide.

NOTE: PRC WILL NOT BE ANSWERABLE FOR PROHIBITED ITEMS THAT WILL BE LOST.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. On the first day (October 1, 2019), for the Mathematics subject, every candidate is required to bring their own steam tables with no markings or scribbles.

2. On the third day (October 3, 2019), every candidate is also required to bring to the examination room the following:
   a. Drawing instruments: mechanical pencils (HB) 0.5, pencil eraser, T-square 36° long, metric scales, triangle 30°x60° and 45°x45°, flexible curve or ship curves, scientific calculator, and masking tape.
   c. A3 paper/s will be furnished by the Board and other tables for guide. No books of similar titles, review materials and other examination aids will be allowed inside the examination building.

3. Use only black ink for the entire design examination. The use of colored ink other than black shall be considered as marking.

4. PRS Rule Book which contains any unnecessary marking which may be construed as cheating shall be subject to immediate confiscation.

5. Candidates will not be allowed to leave the examination rooms, borrow anything or communicate, with one another on any subject matter. Every candidate is required to bring his/her lunch and/or supper (placed inside transparent/plastic bag) on the day of the examination. The proctors/room watchers shall not allow any person to give or distribute food to any examinee while the examination is in progress.

6. Examinees are allowed to bring and use drawing boards.
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